
 

 

January, February, March 2022 
(in reverse order) 

 

Thursday, March 31, 2022 

Sen. Doug Mastriano of Pennsylvania is now running for that state's governor and looks back at his fight for truth 
and transparency in the topsy-turvy 2020 election. 

Phil Cooke shares some inspiration from his new book, "Ideas on a Deadline: How to Be Creative When the Clock 
Is Ticking"; plus another fun edition of Ask Metaxas. 

 

Wednesday, March 30, 2022 

Phelim McAleer, all the way from Ireland, provides an update on one of the hottest stories of the year, the Hunter 
Biden laptop, with details about release of the new movie, "My Son Hunter." 

John Zmirak is back for his weekly ruminations and hits on some big topics with new articles from Stream.org, 
specifically, the Biden regime's targeting of Christians and the game plan ahead. 

 

Tuesday, March 29, 2022 

Mark Bauerlein has an important, don't miss update on the twenty-somethings when he dives into his new book, 
"The Dumbest Generation Grows Up: From Stupefied Youth to Dangerous Adults." 

Archaeologist Steven Collins, in his book "Let My People Go!", digs into the amazing facts from history concerning 
Moses leading the Israelites out of bondage in Egypt. (Encore Presentation) 

 

Monday, March 28, 2022 

Legendary performer Pat Boone highlights stories of his work and friendship with the most famous of celebrities, 
and talks about his new movie, "The Mulligan," and his golf partners over the years. 

Pat Boone continues his stroll down memory lane with stories of friendship with famous people from his career 
spanning seven decades from every walk of life, from Mother Teresa to Elvis Presley. 

 



Friday, March 25, 2022 

John Zmirak from Stream.org covers the Supreme Court candidate, the connection between transgenderism and Jim 
Crow Laws, and the unnecessary tragedy of nursing home deaths during the pandemic. 

Sean Feucht is about to head out on a new Let Us Worship tour, but finds time to provide his opinion on one of the 
obvious problems of our day: a biological male breaking records previously held by females. 

 

Thursday, March 24, 2022 

Heather Mac Donald looks into how the left is distorting the present and rewriting the past with "white culling" and 
"phantom racism," prevalent now in our national institutions, including museums like the Art Institute of Chicago 
and the Metropolitan Museum of Art. 

J.D. Vance, author of "Hillbilly Elegy" and candidate for Senator of Ohio, returns with an update on his campaign 
and to weigh in on the Lia Thomas and NCAA controversy and the larger implications for the country. 

 

Wednesday, March 23, 2022 

Tim Tebow has a brand new book, "Mission Possible," focusing on an encouraging message, and reveals very 
personal, challenging but ultimately uplifting stories about his parents and himself. 

Tim Eaton, CEO of NutraMedix.com, is in the studio to share how his company was created -- not just to provide 
outstanding supplements and vitamins, but to also benefit charities the world over. (Encore Presentation) 

 

Tuesday, March 22, 2022 

Jeannie Constantinou, expert in the history of Christianity, reveals some fascinating facts in her new book, "The 
Crucifixion of the King of Glory: The Amazing History and Sublime Mystery of the Passion." 

Jeannie Constantinou concludes her look at the Crucifixion; then, Lucas Miles addresses some challenging topics in 
theology, politics, and culture with his sharply-focused book, "The Christian Left: How Liberal Thought Has 
Hijacked the Church." 

 

Monday, March 21, 2022 

James Kunstler, author of "The Geography of Nowhere," focuses on the deteriorating urban condition brought about 
in part by the "tragic landscape of highways and mega-malls." 

James Kunstler, author of many enticing books, continues his conversation about the deteriorating urban condition -- 
will America survive this trend toward an unraveling society? 

 

 



Friday, March 18, 2022 

John Zmirak of Stream.org has yet another brilliant suggestion that you won't want to miss: Trump should broker a 
peace between Russia and Ukraine. 

Pedro Gonzalez from Chronicles Magazine covers two big topics -- Russia-Ukraine and the trans tyranny in schools; 
plus, a quick-quiz Fun Facts Friday. 

 

Thursday, March 17, 2022 

Barry Meguiar of car-polish mega-fame tells a crazy tale about buying a 1901 automobile at auction to 
commemorate the year his great-grandfather started the company, and the fascinating explanation of the car's three-
cylinder engine. 

Missy Robertson from the Duck Dynasty clan has an exciting and fun-filled family-friendly series of children's 
books called "Faithgirlz Princess in Camo" that will keep your children engaged and on the right track on the road of 
life. 

 

Wednesday, March 16, 2022 

Abby Johnson, who's first book "Unplanned" told of her dramatic departure from Planned Parenthood as an 
executive, goes even deeper into her "conversion story" with "Fierce Mercy." 

Penny Nance from Concerned Women for America comes to the defense of women who must compete in sports 
against biological men, and also discusses the campaign for "Faith Month." 

 

Tuesday, March 15, 2022 

Erwin Lutzer focuses on the Church's courageous response to cancel culture with his book, "We Will Not Be 
Silenced" -- and performs a spot-on Billy Graham impersonation. 

Michael Brown has more to say about the Church today with "The Silencing of the Lambs"; then, Mark Meckler of 
the Convention of States talks Big Tech censorship. 

 

Monday, March 14, 2022 

Charlie Kirk from Turning Point USA covers a lot of ground with the Russia-Ukraine war, and reveals some of the 
nefarious motivations behind America's involvement in that conflict. 

Brant Hansen brings words of encouragement from his book, "The Men We Need," and Jeff Myers of Summit 
Ministries looks into what's happening with the next generation of "champions." 

 

 



Friday, March 11, 2022 

Col. Allen West and Rick Green from Patriot Academy are "Constitutional self-defense experts" and are working 
with thousands of churches to teach Biblical Citizenship. 

Neal Harmon of Angel Studios and Keith Stubbs of Dry Bar Comedy talk about the successes that their companies 
have had in the fields of both filmmaking and humor. 

 

Thursday, March 10, 2022 

Rick Santorum, formerly senator from Pennsylvania, addresses what's being done to save the Republic through the 
power given in the Constitution to state legislatures. 

Jason Jones from Stream.org has some powerful information about the Russia-Ukraine conflict, but also has good 
news of help being provided to victims of that war. 

 

Wednesday, March 9, 2022 

Jim Denison has a new book that comes with an ominous warning, "The Coming Tsunami: Why Christians Are 
Labeled Intolerant, Irrelevant, Oppressive, and Dangerous -- and How We Can Turn the Tide." 

Duck Commander Phil Robertson takes us step by step through the destructive nature (and remedy) of the pervasive 
woke culture with his new book, "Uncanceled." (Encore Presentation) 

 

Tuesday, March 8, 2022 

Archaeologist Steven Collins, in his book "Let My People Go!", digs into the amazing facts from history concerning 
Moses leading the Israelites out of bondage in Egypt. 

Distinguished philosopher J.P. Moreland shares amazing miracle stories as he addresses whether there's a God who 
still "works in mysterious ways" throughout the world today. (Encore Presentation) 

 

Monday, March 7, 2022 

John Zmirak from Stream.org kicks off the week with a brand-new article that is sure to cause a raucous: "Lindsey 
Graham Talks Like a Terrorist Trying to Spark a Nuclear War." 

Shawn Bolz has a new book that could help you be prepared for what's just around the bend, "Encounter: A Spiritual 
Perspective That Will Shape Your Faith for the Coming Move of God." 

 

  



Friday, March 4, 2022 

John Zmirak from Stream.org addresses a number of touchy topics, including the hypocrisy of the January 6 
committee, and the West's promise to protect the borders of the Ukraine. 

Patrick Coffin of CoffinNation.com has come up with "Seven Pieces of Evidence that Francis is an Antipope," and 
runs down the numbers; plus, talks about "Truth Over Fear." 

 

Thursday, March 3, 2022 

Scott Powell, author of "Rediscovering America: How the National Holidays Tell an Amazing Story about Who We 
Are," has done a lot of important research to help reignite this country and get it back on track. 

Another potpourri of enticing segments including "Ask Metaxas," a showering-with-Letterman remembrance from 
Keith Guinta, Covid-19 insights from Ray Solano of P.D. Labs, and business advice from the Talbotts. 

 

Wednesday, March 2, 2022 

Dennis Prager has an impressive new Old Testament study being released just in time for the Easter and Passover 
season, "The Rational Passover Haggadah." (Encore Presentation) 

John Hopper provides answers to questions worth asking, especially when it comes to big-picture ideas, with his 
new book, "Questioning God." 

 

Tuesday, March 1, 2022 

Larry Taunton has a very personal connection to the Ukraine and brings his perspective to bear in his report on the 
current conflict. 

James O'Keefe, author of "American Muckraker," continues his conversation about the sad state of journalism, but 
holds an overall optimistic view that "the truth will out." (Encore Presentation) 

 

Monday, February 28, 2022 

John Zmirak starts off the week of hard-hitting news with his opinion of how the ball was dropped on the Russia-
Ukraine conflict, and dives into other articles from his bag of tricks at Stream.org. (Encore Presentation) 

James O'Keefe of Project Veritas, in this not-to-be-missed in-studio interview, talks about the downturn of 
journalism, and shares behind-the-scenes stories illustrated in his new book, "American Muckraker." (Encore 
Presentation) 

 

  



Friday, February 25, 2022 

James O'Keefe, author of "American Muckraker," continues his conversation about the sad state of journalism in 
this country, but holds an overall optimistic view that "the truth will out." 

John Zmirak wraps up the week of hard-hitting news with his opinion of how the Russia-Ukraine conflict was 
mishandled, and dives into other articles from his bag of tricks at Stream.org. 

 

Thursday, February 24, 2022 

James O'Keefe of Project Veritas, in this not-to-be-missed in-studio interview, talks about the downturn of 
journalism, and shares behind-the-scenes stories illustrated in his new book, "American Muckraker." 

It's a potpourri of fun starting with a feisty "Ask Metaxas," followed by sharp business advice from Seth and Pete 
Talbott, and wrapped in a neat bow with responsible investment suggestions from Robert Netzly. 

 

Wednesday, February 23, 2022 

Frank Gaffney from the Center for Security Policy comes down hard on the revelations in the Durham report and 
Hillary Clinton's connection to subverting the Trump campaign; plus, a new conservative board game? 

Dennis Prager has an impressive new Old Testament study being released just in time for the Easter and Passover 
season, "The Rational Passover Haggadah" -- even the design of the book is intriguing! 

 

Tuesday, February 22, 2022 

Richard Weikart lays out his argument for Charles Darwin's theory that helps sprout and spread atheism and racism 
throughout the world in his new book, "Darwinian Racism." 

Doug Giles has a few things bothering him these days when it comes to men failing to step up to the plate and boldly 
addressing issues of national importance. 

 

Monday, February 21, 2022 

Dwight Chapin brings an up-close-and-personal look at Richard M. Nixon with an in-depth new book, "The 
President's Man: The Memoirs of Nixon's Trusted Aide." 

Kim Owens has an update on revival in her church, Fresh Start in Peoria, Arizona, and what this might mean for a 
positive change throughout the country. 

 

  



Friday, February 18, 2022 

Lucinda, as seen on "Shark Tank," is in the studio to share the fascinating story of her family's eight-generation farm 
and her new company, Moink, a combination of "moo" and "oink": MoinkBox.com/Eric. 

Lucinda from Moink continues sharing her experience as a successful farmer and businesswoman with tales from 
her time on "Shark Tank" and what it takes to bring the best meat and fish products to market. 

 

Thursday, February 17, 2022 

Brandon Straka continues with more of what happened to him at the hands of a politically weaponized FBI -- it's a 
staggering, nightmare example of what happens if "We the People" don't stand against oppressive tyrants. 

Before Brandon Straka wraps up his tale of being a target of Biden's oppressive and weaponized FBI, Eric dips into 
the virtual mail bag of emailed goodies to respond to Qs with his snappy As in this week's edition of "Ask Metaxas!" 

 

Wednesday, February 16, 2022 

Brandon Straka, creator of the hugely successful #WalkAway campaign, takes us step by step through his horrific 
ordeal with government officials accusing him of criminal activity regarding events of January 6. 

Brandon Straka continues taking us step by step through the account of his horrific ordeal with government officials 
accusing him of criminal activity regarding events at the Capitol on January 6, 2021. 

 

Tuesday, February 15, 2022 

Larry Taunton weighs in on how conservatives in the Evangelical world are treated; plus, what's the significance of 
the film "Mr. Jones"? 

John Zmirak from Stream.org comments on a recent article attacking Eric for his conservative Evangelical views -- 
and then there's Biden's ties to China. 

 

Monday, February 14, 2022 

Ken Fish of Orbis Ministries is back in the studio to talk about his latest encounter with fascinating and uplifting 
miracles, this time at a church in Atlanta. 

Ken Fish continues his sharing his first-hand observations of miracles that have happened during his various 
ministry trips here and across the world. 

 

  



Friday, February 11, 2022 

Sharyl Attkisson, five-time Emmy Award winner, provides in-depth coverage of real news at "Full Measure," and 
gives us a genuine inside-baseball look into the fate of the profession formerly known as "Journalism." 

John Zmirak of Stream.org looks into the latest bulletin from Homeland Security which dubs as "domestic terrorists" 
those who dare question the Biden regime because they "undermine public trust in U.S. government institutions." 

 

Thursday, February 10, 2022 

Duck Commander Phil Robertson takes us step by step through the destructive nature (and remedy) of the pervasive 
woke culture with his new book, "Uncanceled." 

Pete and Seth Talbott, the father/son team behind several very successful businesses, pinpoint areas where business 
of any size can become more altruistic and profitable. 

 

Wednesday, February 9, 2022 

Leon Fontaine, pastor of one of the largest churches in Canada, gives us the lowdown on the convoy that's driving 
the Canadian government totally bonkers. 

Kevin McCullough, a.k.a. Votestradamus, covers current events like no other prognosticator, opining on the blue-
state mask mandate complete-180, and the Russia-Ukraine-America nuttiness. 

 

Tuesday, February 8, 2022 

J.D. Vance, who made a splash with "Hillbilly Elegy," is running for Senator of Ohio and outlines his game plan to 
win that seat and make an impact on the entire country. 

Mike Lindell has an update on some very, very big Election 2020 news coming out of Arizona -- and speculates on 
what will happen in the weeks and months ahead. 

 

Monday, February 7, 2022 

Megan Basham of the DailyWire.com calls on the carpet a large swath of mainstream Christian leadership in her 
article, "How the Federal Government Used Evangelical Leaders to Spread Covid Propaganda to Churches." 
(Encore Presentation) 

Mark Lanier, one of America's top civil trial lawyers, homes in on a belief system that would not stand up under 
"legal scrutiny," with ideas explored in a soon-to-be-released book, "Atheism on Trial." (Encore Presentation) 

 

  



Friday, February 4, 2022 

Megan Basham of the DailyWire.com calls on the carpet a large swath of mainstream Christian leadership in her 
article, "How the Federal Government Used Evangelical Leaders to Spread Covid Propaganda to Churches." 

John Zmirak of Stream.org dissects the latest "rant" of David Brooks at the New York Times where he skewers 
Evangelicals on the right for not following the leadership on the left who promote false narratives on hot-button 
issues. 

 

Thursday, February 3, 2022 

Ryan Helfenbein of the Standing for Freedom Center covers current events, including the recent Pro-Life March and 
Abby Johnson; plus, what does it mean to "be a real man"? (Encore Presentation) 

Ask Metaxas is a veritable cornucopia of listener questions getting the "Metaxas Treatment" -- some answers are 
ultra-serious, some snarky, but all contain at least the appearance of thoughtful consideration. (Encore Presentation) 

 

Wednesday, February 2, 2022 

Historian William Federer of AmericanMinute.com covers a boatload of topics and people, including Elihu Yale, 
Timothy Dwight, Lincoln, Darwin, the Nations of Israel and America, and... Groundhog Day. 

William Federer of AmericanMinute.com continues providing a "history lesson" surrounding the likes of Elihu 
Yale, Timothy Dwight, Lincoln, Darwin, the Nations of Israel and America... and a few others. 

 

Tuesday, February 1, 2022 

John and Korey Cooper, better known as Skillet, share "a positive rebellion" with their brand-new album, 
"Dominion," and point out how it's a celebration of freedom and a liberation from fear. (Encore Presentation) 

Todd Nettleton of Voice of the Martyrs calls for a boycotting of the Olympics in China to help focus America and 
the world on that country's blatant disregard of human rights and freedoms. 

 

Monday, January 31, 2022 

Pastor Mike Thompson starts the week off with Miracle Monday, and explains his "perception and perspective" of 
prophesy -- and, yes, there really are reasons to be hopeful in the months ahead! 

David Englehardt, the New York City lawyer and pastor, is back in the studio to talk about his book, "Good Kills: 
God, Good, and the Sword," and why this sort of "killing" is indeed a good thing. (Encore Presentation) 

 

  



Friday, January 28, 2022 

Eric Cassell details the fascinating, even miraculous, lives of animals, birds, reptiles, and insects, with fun facts 
found in his book, "Animal Algorithms: Evolution and the Mysterious Origin of Ingenious Instincts." 

Filmmaker Nick Searcy offers a new look at the January 6 kerfuffle at the Capitol with his documentary 
appropriately titled "Capitol Punishment." (Encore Presentation) 

 

Thursday, January 27, 2022 

John Zmirak, "an ordinary Joe Lunchpail," shares his lament from Stream.org: "Biden's Nominee Replacing Breyer 
on SCOTUS -- Whoever That Nominee May Be -- Sexually Assaulted Me in the 1980s." 

Ask Metaxas is a veritable cornucopia of listener questions getting the "Metaxas Treatment" -- some answers are 
ultra-serious, some snarky, but all contain at least the appearance of thoughtful consideration. 

 

Wednesday, January 26, 2022 

Civil Rights icon John Perkins, author of "Count It All Joy: The Ridiculous Paradox of Suffering," shares his 
personal story of the early days of the battle for equality. 

Jenna Ellis provides an opinion on the upcoming Dobbs' decision which could overturn Roe v. Wade -- and also has 
thoughts about Justice Breyer retiring. 

 

Tuesday, January 25, 2022 

Dr. Joseph Nicolosi has been canceled on various platforms for espousing Reintegrative Therapy, which has helped 
people deal with sexual addictions and same-sex attraction. 

Ryan Helfenbein of the Standing for Freedom Center covers current events, including the recent Pro-Life March and 
Abby Johnson; plus, what does it mean to "be a real man"? 

 

Monday, January 24, 2021 

Distinguished philosopher J.P. Moreland shares amazing miracle stories as he addresses the question of whether 
there's a God who still "works in mysterious ways" throughout the world today. 

Amanda Grace of Ark of Grace Ministries looks into dreams and prophesies about the possible future of America 
and what the year ahead might bring. 

 

  



Friday, January 21, 2021 

Dr. Vladimir Zelenko, who was targeted by the government after coming up with an effective but politically-
incorrect treatment for Covid, talks about the virus' origins and a possible bleak scenario of the future. 

SNL alumna Victoria Jackson brightens up the weekend with a possible new theme song for the show, and shares 
tales of finding a new mountain home which she hopes her husband will eventually come to love. 

 

Thursday, January 20, 2021 

James O'Keefe, the pull-no-punches journalist and founder of Project Veritas, and author of a brand-new book, 
"American Muckracker," talks about the press being in cahoots with the FBI. 

Robert Netzly of Inspire Investing lays out a plan to help people invest wisely and "morally" -- are we helping or 
hurting humanity with what we are supporting with our investments? 

 

Wednesday, January 19, 2021 

Filmmaker Nick Searcy offers a new look at the January 6 kerfuffle at the Capitol with his documentary 
appropriately titled "Capitol Punishment." 

Larry Taunton covers two topics of extreme importance to our nation: State schools and parental rights, and 
eyewitness accounts of the shenanigans of January 6. 

 

Tuesday, January 18, 2021 

Naomi Wolf is back to finish her conversation about Covid vaccination mandates and the somewhat sorry state of 
the nation, in general. 

John Zmirak of Stream.org climbs out of his sick bed to cough up his thoughts on how we're forced to take an 
experimental drug by Big Pharma which dictates policy the world over. 

 

Monday, January 17, 2021 

Paul Kengor from Grove City, a non-woke college, outlines the huge disparities between Rev. Martin Luther King's 
vision and CRT -- where did we go wrong over the past 50-plus years? 

Ryan Bangert of Alliance Defending Freedom, who worked on the recent Supreme Court vax-mandate case, 
explains the outcome; then, Paul Kengor continues his MLK/CRT discussion. 

 

  



Friday, January 14, 2021 

David Englehardt, the New York City lawyer and pastor, is back in the studio to talk about his book, "Good Kills: 
God, Good, and the Sword," and why this sort of "killing" is indeed a good thing. 

Pastor Ock Soo Park and his translator are in the studio to discuss his evangelical work, including establishing the 
Christian Leaders Fellowship with the aim of returning to a Biblical worldview. 

 

Thursday, January 13, 2021 

John and Korey Cooper, better known as Skillet, share "a positive rebellion" with their brand-new album, 
"Dominion," and point out how it's a celebration of freedom and a liberation from fear. 

Mitch Albom, author of "Tuesdays with Morrie" and "The Five People You Meet in Heaven," has another 
influential hit, "The Stranger in the Lifeboat," and explains a few of the novel's intricacies. 

 

Wednesday, January 12, 2021 

Dr. Peter McCullough brings the latest of what's happening with the facts in the Covid "crisis" -- what's 
scientifically based and what's government folderol? 

Kevin McCullough looks into the "bald-faced lying" that's going on with members of Congress; then, Naomi Wolf 
talks about being cancelled on Twitter for telling the truth about the vaccine. 

 

Tuesday, January 11, 2022 

Mark Lanier, one of America's top civil trial lawyers, homes in on a belief system that would not stand up under 
"legal scrutiny," with ideas explored in a soon-to-be-released book, "Atheism on Trial." 

Eric discusses his newest book, "Is Atheism Dead?," with overwhelming evidence in both the world of science and 
archeology that a loving and creative God is responsible for life on Earth. (Part 2 - Encore Presentation) 

 

Monday, January 10, 2021 

Julie Kelly, senior writer at American Greatness, takes us step by step through the distortions, outright lies, and 
"ridiculous theater" that have emanated from the committee peeking into the events of January 6, 2021. 

Julie Kelly, who exposes some of the false narratives being peddled by the committee supposedly investigating the 
events of January 6, 2021, continues her deep-dive into the Left and its association with Never Trumpers. 

 

  



Friday, January 7, 2021 

Lt. Col. Allen West is running for governor of Texas and outlines his impressive resume of service in both the 
military and in public life -- and touches on the appalling "spin" placed on the events of January 6, 2021. 

Eric dives into IS ATHEISM DEAD?, which presents overwhelming evidence from both the world of science and 
biblical archeology that our universe is a result of an Intelligent Designer. (Encore Presentation) 

 

Thursday, January 6, 2021 

Mark Ibrahim, the now-former DEA agent being hounded by the Biden administration, offers his explanation of 
what happened in front of the Capitol on January 6th. (Encore Presentation) 

Josh Abbotoy of AmericanReformer.org is leading an effort to expose and challenge wokeness at conservative 
colleges across the country, beginning with Grove City College in Pennsylvania. 

 

Wednesday, January 5, 2021 

Mike Lindell has been working behind the scenes to address the fraud in the 2020 election -- will the overwhelming 
evidence be weighed soon by the Supreme Court? 

Pastor Mike McClure, whose church in San Jose has the dubious distinction of being the most sued for staying open 
during Covid lockdown mandates, has an update. 

 

Tuesday, January 4, 2021 

John Zmirak of Stream.org kicks off the New Year by announcing who he has dubbed "The Top Five Freedom 
Fighters of 2021," plus talks 2020 election fraud and the January 6th kerfuffle. 

Big Bad John Zmirak continues shooting off New Year's fireworks by sharing his latest articles from Stream.org... 
and reveals a "journalistic scoop." 

 

Monday, January 3, 2021 

David Englehardt, author of “Good Kills,” is in the studio and explores biblical and cultural issues related to justice 
and goodness -- and even the dark elements of our world. (Encore Presentation) 

In this season of miracles, Ken Fish returns with a whole new look at how the God who loves us is showing that He 
is real and is continually working wonders across the globe. (Encore Presentation) 


